
  
 
 
 

 

December 5, 2017 

Mayor Steven C. Stombres and City Council 

City of Fairfax 

City Hall 

10455 Armstrong Street 

Fairfax, VA 22030 

Dear Mayor Stombres and Members of the City Council: 

We are writing to express our strong support for the proposed University Drive extension to Eaton Place 

and to urge you to advance the project. 

Our nearly 20-year-old organization works across the DC region and is committed to a competitive future 

for communities like the City of Fairfax which have the potential to show how the region can grow in a 

sustainable way. The walking tour we led last spring with city officials and community members showed 

the benefits of mixed-use redevelopment and a connected street network for the city. We have 516 

supporters who live in the City of Fairfax. 

The economy in the DC region and around the nation is shifting to walkable, urban, transit-oriented 

locations. Major corporations and people from the next generation workforce to down-sizing empty 

nesters are seeking out these locations. Property value and tax revenues per square foot are significantly 

higher for development in walkable urban settings according to Professor Chris Leinberger at George 

Washington University. 

Critical to creation of walkable urbanism is a connected street network, like that at the heart of the plans 

for Fairfax Boulevard. Connected streets improve accessibility to jobs and services for all modes – 

walking, bicycling, transit and driving. They make possible vertically integrated mixed-use and mixed-

income development, while reducing future car trips and vehicle miles traveled per capita. 

The University Drive extension is the most important component of a connected streetgrid in the 

Northfax gateway to the City of Fairfax. The state award of nearly $10 million in SmartScale funding is 

recognition that connected street networks provide important transportation and economic development 

benefits. 

Rejection of the project would set a precedent that endangers the proposed street-grid along the entire 

corridor.  It would cost the City the $10 million in state funds and the potential for federal funds, and call 

into question whether the city could win future state funds for other local street-grid investments. 

The traffic volume estimates for University Drive south of Fairfax Boulevard show a modest increase of 

1000 to 1500 vehicles per day and about one additional vehicle per minute during peak periods. This is 

not unreasonable – just 144 additional vehicles during the morning peak hour and 121 additional vehicles 

during the evening peak. At the same time, the additional vehicles during the peak hour could ensure 



 

speeds stay at or below the speed limit, improving safety. This is backed up by staff reports that 

University Drive already has lower rates of speeding with higher volumes than comparative roads. 

Safety along University Drive should be further enhanced to include bulb-outs at crosswalks and other 

locations, clearer delineation of parking, sidewalks on both sides of University Drive, and other 

appropriate traffic calming measures. These should be advanced in addition to the extension. 

The local street grid is essential for the city to facilitate its own economic development through 

competitive, mixed-use walkable urban development. Without it, the city’s economic growth will be 

choked off by traffic passing through from areas beyond the city boundaries. Mixed-use urban 

development in the city’s commercial corridors is the most effective way the city can grow the tax base 

needed to support high-quality schools and other public services, while reducing the burden on residential 

property taxes. This is the path the nearby City of Falls Church has chosen, and they have seen a boom in 

well-designed development and strengthened their tax base. 

Therefore, we urge you to approve the University Drive extension as the first step in a connected local 

street grid along Fairfax Boulevard and a competitive future for the City of Fairfax. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

 
Stewart Schwartz 

Executive Director 

Coalition for Smarter Growth 
 


